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In the Future ...

...The Data Center

...systems will be workload optimized

...infrastructure will be software defined

...analytics will be pervasive
In the Future
Systems will be
Workload Optimized
Broad Range of Compute, Storage, and Network Workloads

- I/O INTENSIVE
  - OLTP
  - Cold Storage
  - Dedicated Hosting

- MEMORY INTENSIVE
  - Enterprise Resource Planning
  - Dynamic Modeling
  - Memory Caching
  - E-Commerce
  - Genomics
  - OLTP
  - Static Web

- CPU INTENSIVE
  - Cloud I/O
  - OS
  - Graphics Rendering
  - Application Development
  - Gov't R&D

- V/O INTENSIVE
  - Collaboration Tools
  - Cloud Storage
  - Security
  - Application Development
  - Gamma
Intel Architecture: >100 Data Center Processors
Common Architecture for Full Range of Workloads
MEMORY INTENSIVE

I/O INTENSIVE

Intel Architecture:
>100 Data Center Processors

Common Architecture for Full Range of Workloads
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The Industry's 64-bit Data Center SoC

2012
- Intel® Atom™ Processor S1200

2013
- Intel® Atom™ Processor C2000

Production Systems
- Network: 54%
- Storage: 24%
- Microserver: 17%
Intel's 3rd Generation Data Center System on a Chip

Intel® Xeon® D

Xeon performance in an energy efficient and dense SoC

Sampling Now!
Patty Kummrow
Intel Corporation
Director of Atom Server SoC Development
### Options for Workload Acceleration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compute</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex: FPGA</td>
<td>Ex: QuickAssist Technology</td>
<td>Ex: Customer IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex: Storage Acceleration Library</td>
<td>Ex: AES-NI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>In-Package Accelerator</th>
<th>SoC</th>
<th>Instruction Set Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex: Storage Acceleration Library</td>
<td>Ex: FPGA</td>
<td>Ex: QuickAssist Technology</td>
<td>Ex: Crypto (AES-NI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the Future Infrastructure will be Software Defined
The Storage Challenge

1. Low Utilization
2. Rapid Data Growth
3. Siloed Capacity

42% CAGR through 2020 per IDC

1 Intel IT estimate
Intel Investing in Software Defined Storage

Intel Storage Acceleration Libraries (ISA-L)

Open Source Code Contributions

Prototype SDS Controller
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Software Defined Storage

Opportunity

Dynamic, policy driven management of storage resources

Software Defined Storage Controller

Abstraction  Aggregation  Provisioning  Orchestration
NFV / SDN Network Transformation

October 2011

2012

2013

2014

NFV Research Results
ISG Defines 9 Use Cases
From POCs to Pilots
1st Commercial Deployments
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Logical pools of disaggregated resources

Standard method of exposing HW to SW

Composable based on app requirements
Rack Scale Architecture

Pooled Compute
Pooled Network
Pooled Storage

Learn more: Customer system demonstration at IDF showcase
Silicon Photonics – Optical Innovations

Copper Cables
3M max @ 100Gbps
Low cost
High reliability

Silicon Photonics
>300M @ 100Gbps
Learn more: Customer system demonstration at IDF showcase
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In the Future
Analytics will be
Pervasive
Improving Products
Reducing Costs
Discovering Treatments
Improving Cities
Big Data Analytics Platform Requirements

Big Data Platform

Requirements
- Predictive, In-memory, Streaming, Graph

Services Delivery
- App A
- App B
- App C
- App D

Analytics Tools

Resource Pool

Storage

Network

Server
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Cloudera Distribution for Hadoop 5.2
Optimized for Intel® Architecture

- Performance Optimizations
- Enhanced Security
- Accelerating Adoption of Hadoop
Data Analytics Solutions

Your Opportunity to Transform Industries


$1B $2B $3B

A-wear Wearables-to-Analytics Developer Program
In the Future ...
...analytics will be pervasive
...infrastructure will be software defined
...systems will be workload optimized
Attend Technical Sessions:

>40 Datacenter Technical Sessions, Panels and Poster Chats at IDF
11 am Today Room 3016
Das Kamhout: Technology Insight: Can the Data Center Think for Itself? From Abacus to Autonomics

Join the Conversation:
Follow us on Twitter #IDF14 @IntelITCenter
Intel Blog and Information: intel.com/datastack
Meet the Engineers

Learn More

Meet the Community:
5 Datacenter Communities
Datacenter Meet Up Zone
Intel Fellows Live
Intel Chip Chat Live
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products.

Optimization Notice

Intel’s compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice.

Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX)* provides higher throughput to certain processor operations. Due to varying processor power characteristics, utilizing AVX instructions may cause a) some parts to operate at less than the rated frequency and b) some parts with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 to not achieve any or maximum turbo frequencies. Performance varies depending on hardware, software, and system configuration and you can learn more at http://www.intel.com/go/turbo.

No computer system can be absolutely secure. Requires an enabled processor, chipset, firmware and software. Check with your manufacturer or retailer for more information.

Intel® Virtualization Technology requires a computer system with an enabled Intel® processor, updated BIOS, and virtual machine monitor (VMM). Functionality, performance or other benefits will vary depending on hardware and software configurations. Software applications may not be compatible with all operating systems.
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